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To create a masterpiece,
sometimes it only takes a simple tool.
A reduced control surface with maximum performance from the
system core – these advantages of the latest mixing console
from Lawo will really impress you. With the mc²56, not only do
you benefit from the well-known highlights of the mc² family
– powerful HD core, absolute reliability and innovative features –
you also benefit from the console’s intuitive user guidance system,
which guarantees unprecedented ease of use. The worldwide
success of mc² quality, paired with groundbreaking functionality
– just two of the features that make an mc²56 the perfect tool
for daily broadcasting. For further information visit www.lawo.de

Lawo AG | Rastatt/Germany

mc²56 – Performance, pure and simple.
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Euphonix desks come out in Hd force

CCTV in Beijing employed a System 5-B
for its coverage of the Olympic torch
being carried to the summit of Mount
Everest.

Seven Chinese broadcasters will be using a total of 17 Euphonix broadcast consoles for complete Hi-definition coverage of
the Beijing Games.
China Central television (CCtv), the country’s largest broadcaster, has four Euphonix consoles, two max airs and a System
5-B in its state-of-the-art broadcast facility and another System 5-B in its oB truck. Shandong tv has two Euphonix-equipped
oB trucks as well as a max air equipped-studio.
Chongqing tv has equipped two large oB trucks with Euphonix max air consoles for broadcasting directly from the olympic
village while tvCC has two System 5-B broadcast studios and Jiansu tv’s oB truck features a max air. liaoning tv will use
a max air on its oB truck and a System 5 for postproduction and, in a similar fashion, Yunnan tv has a max air-equipped oB
truck and a System 5-mC console in its postproduction studio.
three Euphonix clients — CCtv, liaoning tv and Shandong tv — will be using the new Euphonix High-density Fibre
Stagebox for their oB applications. this modular remote audio interface for broadcast applications features redundant fibre
audio connectivity and control. the Stagebox connects multiple high-density stage boxes into the Euphonix dSP SuperCore via
madi and can handle up to 56 mic preamps that can also be fitted with combinations of i-os to match the application.

DS-00s provide NBC support

In addition to the eight Studer Vista 5s,
one Vista 7, three Vista 8s and nine OnAir
3000s used by Chinese broadcasters in
Beijing, another 13 are being brought in
for the event by foreign broadcasters.
Soundcraft Vi4 and Vi6 consoles are
being used at the National Olympic
Conference Centre and the National
Aquatics Centre.

Euromedia rolls out
road runner 3

DiGiCo has provided DS-00 digital consoles to NBC for the
network’s coverage of the Beijing Games where the desks will
support NBC’s coverage of basketball, boxing and indoor volleyball.
Three DS-00 consoles will each be outﬁtted with expanders to
handle a total of 40 mic/line inputs, 32 analogue line outputs and
64 AES inputs and 64 AES outputs.
‘We’ve had to change quite a bit this year technically,’ explained
Bob Dixon, director sound design and communications, NBC
Olympics. ‘Whereas in previous years, NBC was using a hybrid of
both SD and HD, often with stereo or up-mixed audio. But with
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the 2008 Games, it‘s the ﬁrst time we’re broadcasting all Network
shows in high-deﬁnition with six discreet channels of audio. We’re
covering about seven venues on our own, taking some of the feeds
from the host broadcaster, but then adding our own cameras and
mics to give it our own perspective.
‘As for digital consoles, when looking for a digital console that was
between a very large format and a smaller console…there are not as
many choices as you’d think. DiGiCo was the perfect solution. And
they were extremely proactive in working with us to accommodate
our needs for the TV market,’ he said.
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SSL has installed a C100 HD audio
console in Euromedia Télévision’s
new Road Runner 3 high definition
outside broadcast vehicle. The new
French truck was launched in May and
will be used in Beijing in August. The
Euromedia C100 HD includes 56 faders,
ﬁve master tiles, full redundancy and
MORSE stageboxes. Equipped for full
HD multipurpose productions, the truck
is flexible enough to simultaneously
generate HD, SD 4/3, SD 16/9, Pal 4/3
and PAL 16/9.
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Dennis Baxter, multi Emmy Awardwinner, Sound Designer for the 2004,
2006 and 2008 Olympic Games, and
author of two of the articles in this
supplement, has released a book — A
Practical Guide to Television Sound
Engineering (Focal Press).

CLEAR-COM has supplied an intercom
network that will span the broadcast
operation at the Games. Clear-Com’s
communication network will provide a
link for CCTV between the International
Broadcasting Centre, the hub of all
broadcasting activities for the Olympic
Games, and CCTV’s Television Culture
Centre (TVCC), which will house
administration along with news,
broadcasting, studios and programme
production. The buildings are more
than 20km apart and will be networked
using Clear-Com’s ﬁbre link technology
with a redundant VoIP connection as an
automatic failover backup.
CCTV has purchased two Eclipse
Omega systems with 120 ports in total,
which will form the heart of the network
at the IBC and TVCC. An integrated
digital wireless card, E-Que, will enable
connectivity between FreeSpeak user
beltpacks and headsets within the
Eclipse matrix system. An additional
six Eclipse PiCo units, each providing
up to 36 full duplex/4-wireless ports,
will be deployed throughout the arenas
for electronic ﬁeld production.
GENELEC HAS a number of its DSP
monitoring systems in trucks at the
Games and shipped 47 8250As and 11
7271As to equip a variety of surround
suite ‘cabins’ for on-site multichannel
production monitoring.

©2008 S2 Publications ltd. all rights
reserved. No part of this publication
may be reproduced or transmitted in any
form or by any means without the prior
written consent of the Publishers. Great
care is taken to ensure accuracy in the
preparation of this publication, but neither
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Stagetec puts itself in the picture

more than 90,000 visitors to the Beijing Grand National Stadium will hear the words of the opening speech mixed on two aurus
desks installed in the stadium central control room which will be fed via a Nexus audio network to the sound-reinforcement
system of 220 line arrays. Furthermore, around 40 billion tv viewers around the world will also view the opening ceremony
and the audio for that will be forwarded from the aurus control room via madi lines to the international Broadcast Centre and
some 60 oB trucks, many of which are themselves equipped with technology from Stagetec.
the master console is an aurus with 40 faders and a processing capacity of 96 audio channels. the smaller aurus slave console
offers eight faders and accesses the same dSP resources as the large system. the slave console addresses the requirements of
specific zones inside the stadium that are fed with signals different to those going to the main spectators’ area.
Both consoles are connected to a Nexus audio network comprised of eight Base devices plus a Nexus Star. Stagetec points
out that the complete system has been permanently installed and has not been hired just for the event.
a new Hdtv truck belonging to CCtv accommodates more than 25 cameras and includes a generously equipped surround
sound control room with an aurus/Nexus system
while an Hdtv oB truck at Hunan Economic tv
houses eight cameras and also includes an aurus in
its control room.
tpc tv productioncenter has sent an oB vehicle
with Stagetec systems to the Games. the Zurichbased tv production company’s Hd-1 36-ton truck
houses an aurus with 128 audio channels plus a
Nexus matrix offering 700 x 600 i-os. tpc tv
productioncenter will equip its central apparatus
room at the iBC with a total of five rented Nexus
Base devices for an overall capacity of around 1000 x
1000 i-os. one of the main reasons why such a highperformance set-up is required is that each video
signal will be accompanied by audio commentary in
German, French, rhaeto-romanic, and italian — the
four official languages of Switzerland.

Lawo’s biggest Chinese radio install yet
To satisfy its broadcasting requirements for the
Olympics, China Radio International (CRI), one of
the world’s leading broadcasters in terms of the area
it covers, has invested heavily in new equipment.
Its central control room and the control rooms of
its individual studios have been renovated and
updated.
Ten Lawo zirkon radio mixing consoles and
two redundant Nova73 HD crossbars serve as
the centrepiece of the radio control rooms in the
broadcasting centre in Beijing. Five of the consoles
have 20 faders each and five have 12 while the
two Nova73 HD routers boast a capacity of 3,000
crosspoints each, a scaleable routing capacity of up
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to 8192 mono channels in a single frame, Dolby E
compatibility, clock-synchronised switching to set
crosspoints to video frames, and integrated signal
processing.
It is Lawo’s largest central control room
installation to date in the radio sector in China and
it is also the ﬁrst time Lawo hardware has been
combined with Chinese control software. The
latter consists of a scheduler for time-controlled
switching and a breakdown management system,
whereby in the event of a failure in one control
room, its tasks will be reassigned to another.
The software was developed by Lawo’s Chinese
partner InfoMedia.
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The Wizard of Oz in
televised sports
The role of the host broadcaster is crucial to the ﬂow of a large televised sporting event.
DENNIS BAXTER looks at the infrastructure at work beneath track and ﬁeld coverage.

A

s in The Wizard of Oz, large-scale televised
sports production, such as The Olympics,
World Series Baseball and World Cup
Football, have a wizard entity behind the
curtain pulling the stops and calling the shots. In this
setting, the wizard is an elite organisation dedicated
to creating a core, unified broadcast coverage that
is packaged and sold to broadcasters all around the
world. This wizard organisation is commonly known
as ‘The Host Broadcaster’, which is responsible for all
broadcast coverage of the sports. The sports coverage is
then tailored to the production styles of rights-holding
broadcasters, including adding announcers, graphics,
music and athlete stories. When the programme is
televised in the home countries, it appears that the
BBC, NBC or any national broadcaster is covering the
entire event — no one sees the wizard.

This Host Broadcaster production model is the
future of large sporting events because of two growing
issues: the huge production costs associated with
televising an event and the growing interest from a
global audience. The broadcasters benefit from many
levels of savings through economies of scale and
receive a significantly better production.
Sports production offers unique challenges for the
broadcaster — particularly at the Olympics where there
are many sports and events that have a significant
number of qualifying athletes. It is the mission of
the Host Broadcaster to cover and record all athletic
competition, including track and field sports, which
present difficulties because of simultaneous competition.
Throws (discus, hammer, shot-put and javelin),
horizontal jumps (long and triple jump) and vertical
jumps (pole vault and high jumps) at some time have

Stageboxes

access to the audio signals is through
a network of active electronic cards
known as a remote access box or stagebox. these are usually 19-inch
racks with a power supply and are located where the oB van’s audio
resources are; camera microphones, video recorders, audio routers and
monitoring.
the remote boxes integrate the audio directly into the mixing desk,
which becomes the centre for all signal distribution and management.
additionally, stageboxes are located on the FoP for all microphone inputs
and in the toC for the mix and splits outputs.
the technical operations Centre (toC) is where all audio and video
signals are centralised, processed as necessary and disseminated. the
production from track, throws, horizontal and vertical jumps are sent by
fibre from the toC to the international Broadcast Centre.
to integrate the audio into the oB van required four stageboxes. recorder i-os require 160 channels (16
channels x 5 machines x in+out), programme outputs — 32 channels — Control a mix 5.1 and 2.0 primary and
redundant outputs. Plus monitoring and router feeds.
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simultaneous competition. How can simultaneous
action be credibly recorded and televised? Here’s where
that wizard comes into play again.
Let me take you through a complex case study
such as track and field. Athletics comprises track,
throws, horizontal jumps and vertical jumps with
many overlapping and simultaneous competitions.
The Host Broadcaster produces feature coverage of
athletics in an ‘Integrated Outside Broadcast Van’ that
can record and playback any of the productions. This
integrated feed records long periods of action from
the other controls rooms and produces a composite
coverage of any or all of the sports.
The size and capability of television and
broadcasting equipment permits dense packaging
of camera controls, video recording and processing
equipment in an Outside Broadcast van. Often an OB
van has been hired because of its video and camera
capabilities and not its audio facilities. Many OB vans
travel with 12 to 20 cameras and are ideal for large
video productions, or, in the case of the Olympics,
‘dual production’ in a single OB van. Most television
engineers, including the director and producer, wear
headsets making isolated communications possible.
Some video switchers have satellite panels that permit
remote video switching or additional equipment can
be brought in.
Dual production from a single OB van is possible
for video and has been used in the Summer Olympic
coverage of Athletics since 1992. Dual production
in a single OB Van is not practical for audio and not
possible for surround sound because of monitoring.
The television industry is in a major transition to
digital and it is easy to overstate the video capabilities
of an OB van. There has been a tendency to mix
production formats of wide screen video with stereo
audio, but at international sporting events, such as
the Olympics, the requirements for audio are high.
An often under-considered aspect of surround
sound is the number of additional audio channels that
have to be mixed, routed and recorded. With analogue
mixing and routing, capacity and space is exhausted
quickly. Consider that a stereo video recording device
requires four wires for the stereo audio in and output.
A widely used digital video recording device has 16
audio channels input and 16 audio channels output.
There is also the possibility to embed the audio into the
video to construct many more audio signal paths. This
situation constitutes an enormous technical challenge
with the increasing demand for high-definition sound.
Large-scale events require the integration of multiple
OB vans, audio cabins and equipment with various
format and interface issues. With surround sound,
audio production has become extremely complex and
demanding and it is common to supplement the audio
production for international events.
Athletics requires the integration of five OB vans, four
audio cabins and a centralised signal distribution headend. The audio capabilities and basic OB infrastructure
must be evaluated individually and as an integrated
production unit to determine what needs to be done.
As with Toto, older OB vans can be dogs. The
remote broadcasting industry is in a transitional
period and many OB vans have been retrofitted
with high definition cameras, but the audio has not
evolved. An OB van with an analogue stereo mixing
console and two-channel audio routing can get by
for a while, but the requirements of an international
event like Olympic Athletics requires audio that is
high-definition quality. Even though you can produce
two video feeds from a single OB van, you cannot
properly produce two surround audio feeds.
The solution is to augment and integrate additional
audio facilities, create two additional mixing positions
July/August 2008

Capture the emotion.
At the last Winter Games, one of the audio challenges was...
Setting 42 channels of UHF wireless, conforming to national
regulations regarding frequency band, spot frequency
allocation and maximum power transmission. Then setting this
up around a 30m x 60m ice rink and having constant operation
of up to 12 hours a day.
At the last Winter Games in Torino, Audio-Technica was successful
in rising to this challenge and will again be transmitting the
emotion of the Beijing Games 2008 using their flagship Artist Elite
5000 Series UHF wireless system to achieve noise free
transmission and pure audio path.

Artist Elite 5000 series
wireless system

If you need to transmit the emotion of your next event, whether
it be a sporting event, a rock concert, an opera or a business
presentation, Audio-Technica is ready for the challenge. Let
Audio-Technica be the supplier for your own games to begin.

www.audio-technica.com

Beijing Games
with surround speaker monitoring to cover the
side-by-side simultaneous sporting activities from
a single OB van. Note that all other broadcast
functions, production, video switching, engineering
and recording still reside in the OB van.
With any mixing platform (and particularly a
digital platform) you have to correctly anticipate the
number of inputs and outputs because any additions
on site are very difficult and require programming of
the CPU or processor.
miX aNd SiGNal FloW — The complexity of the
signals at an international event can be overwhelming
and you may wonder which path to take.
Every feed, track, throws, vertical jumps and
horizontal jumps, plus an integrated control room,
has a full-time dedicated, mixing position, either
in the OB van or in the primary audio cabins.
Remember, during qualifications throws (shot-put and
hammer), pole vault, high jump, long jump and triple
jump, can operate two independent and simultaneous
competitions that require two audio mix positions
designed as a primary feed and a secondary feed.
The secondary output or playback will always flow
through the primary control room and the secondary
feed is not available as a split or mix. The secondary
production will always be recorded.
The two secondary control rooms are shared
between the throws, vertical jumps and horizontal
jumps production. Stageboxes are placed in the vicinity
of the locations of the various competitions and are
connected to the broadcast compound by multimode
fibre. All audio control rooms have digital mixing
consoles and networkable routing from the German
firm Lawo. Networking the Lawo Nova 73 processing
cores together made the switch over possible because
otherwise you would have to repatch the proper
video record/playback machine plus mix flow to the
proper OB or primary audio cabin. There has to be a
contingency plan for component and path failure.
Once a signal flow is established, the settings are
saved and can be recalled. Goodbye Yellow Brick Road.
The athletics installation and programming
required more than five setup days with five audio
technicians to setup the equipment and patch and
interface the OB vans, audio cabins and Technical
Operations Centre (TOC).
moNitoriNG aNd mEtEriNG — The Wizard’s
voice reverberates through Oz like a producer’s voice
through the OB van. A typical OB van audio room
is an extremely difficult environment for critical
sound monitoring. The space is generally limited, the
speaker placement can be haphazard plus there is a
tremendous amount of fan and HVAC noise.
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the wizardy of consoles

the capabilities of digital mixing consoles
are amazing, however the i-os are costly
and have to be accurately planned especially when you are replacing the audio mixing, monitoring and routing
of two oB vans.
the most tedious aspect is counting the signals, their direction (input or output) their format (analogue or
aES) and the physical location. there are limitations to the number of signals you can have in a madi and atm
ﬂow (madi and atm are the two generally accepted transport protocols). madi can carry up to 60 signals
bidirectionally; however, i-o cards are usually packaged with eight inputs or outputs per card slot. Eight i-os x
seven cards = 56 signals. also, remember that a digital mixing console is a ‘big CPU’ and requires boot-up time
— which is time off the air. Where’s the Wiz when you need him?

There has been an increase in the use of dual OBs,
which use two or more trailers and provide additional
space for audio and other operations. Additionally,
there are specialised audio OB vans, often designed
for music with proper surround monitoring and
large capacity. Of course, it is a very costly operation
to keep those trailers moving event to event and
lend support to flightpacks and temporary seasonal
installations.
For sports that travel an international circuit (like
Formula One) or in situations like the Olympics,
where there is simultaneous competition and
additional mixing facilities are needed, audio cabins
and remote mixing positions becomes a viable option.
Temporary installations have to consider the listening
environment for the sound mixer and even the
producer. Proper monitoring requires critical listening
space — it is an absolute requirement.
In an attempt to provide proper mixing conditions,
the final surround sound mix for World Cup Football
was created at the Broadcast Centre. This was
practical when you had only a couple of matches
being telecasted, but with the number of simultaneous
events you have at the Olympics complete local
production is essential.
The audio control
rooms are constructed
inside typical portable
buildings that are used
and seen throughout
China. These cabins are
used for office, production
and engineering space
and are outfitted to fit a
specific need. The audio
mix space is walled and
acoustically treated to
meet some minimum
audio standards and
specifications. The audio
cabins are equipped with
a Lawo MC266 desk with
Nova processing and
routing core, and Genelec
monitoring and RTW
plasma meters.
resolution

With the advent of digital recording devices, the
number of record and playback channels for a live
sporting event has increased exponentially. The
most common digital video recorders have very
high quality compression schemes for four video
inputs and 16 audio channels. Any of the 16 audio
channels can be mapped to any video channel up
to a total of eight audio channels per video channel.
For example, the audio channels can be allocated
equally to all of the video channels allocating four
audio channels for each video channel. Another
possibility would be two channels of audio to the
first and second video channels, four audio channels
to the third video channel and eight channels to the
fourth video channel.
In athletics, there are two groups of eight channels
of audio created. One group of audio is used for the
handheld camera perspective, which must follow the
handheld camera angle because it is significantly
different from the more distant cameras. This handheld
group of audio has router control over the audio going
to the left/right and front left/right channels of the
recording machine. The audio for these channels is
the stereo microphone off the handheld camera. All
handheld camera audio is switched through the router
and follows the proper handheld camera.
An appropriate atmosphere mix is created for the rear
channels and is consistent for all handheld cameras.
Mapping the audio and video inputs and outputs is
necessary before operation of the recorder. Note once
the audio channels are mapped and fixed to the video,
the audio playback will accompany the video.
Well, for all this it sure doesn’t look like Kansas
anymore! As the world becomes smaller through
communications, global audiences for athletic events
like the Olympics, the World Cup and World Series
will see more and more wizardry in large-scale
television productions. The elite production teams
behind the curtain will become even more expert
at flexible and efficient coverage of the montage of
events, while the rights-holding broadcasters will
benefit from their efforts. As technology evolves
and event requirements change, outdoor broadcast
facilities that are scaleable and that can be easily
integrated together offer realistic solutions to complex
productions. That is the future. ■
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Bob Dixon
The NBC Olympics director of sound design and communications talks ROB JAMES
through the logistics and solutions of their planning for the Games.

N

BC, ‘America’s Olympic Network’, owns
the exclusive US media rights to the
Olympic Games until 2012. This includes
Beijing in 2008, Vancouver in 2010 and
London in 2012. Bob Dixon is NBC Olympics’ director
of sound design and communications.
Bob began his career in sound almost by accident.
His first job after college was in the shipping room of
a public television station. Within three months they
told him they needed an audio person and, although
that was the area he had the least amount of training
in, ‘they had a bunch of really good engineers who
helped me through the learning curve. I was very
lucky.’ Resolution caught up with him just a few
hours before he boarded the plane to China and the
Beijing Games.
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How did you get to be director of sound design
and communications at NBC Olympics?
All my work had been in music and designing systems
and I’d never been a fan of sports but a friend of mine
from public TV said, ‘Hey Bob, there’s a company that
wants to record a bowling tournament would you be
interested?’ I said, ‘Well I’ve never done it, but how
hard can it be?’ That show went fine, but the producer
said, ‘So, who are you?’ It’s just like everything else,
word of mouth. Then you get the second call and
then a third and sports was growing like a cancer. I
never had to pick up a telephone. It was a lot of fun
and this led to the Olympics in 1984 doing rowing
and canoeing. I got hired by NBC in 1988 to design
the audio for all of the venues in Korea. I ended up
doing hockey for CBS Olympics both in France and
in Norway. I was asked by NBC to take charge of the
audio for the broadcast centre in ‘96 in Atlanta.
When NBC got the rights long-term and decided
they needed an engineering group to work full time
on it they put together a team.
What major problems are you facing?
Being in China means that we’ve not been able to
secure remote trucks that are already built, which
is what we’ve done in every other Olympics — big
venues, big remote trucks, beautifully designed and
laid out with things like gorgeous Calrecs in them. We
can’t get them because they would be on a ship for so
long it would cost a fortune, we couldn’t afford to pay
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for the time they’d just be travelling. So we’ve had to
resort to ‘flypacks’. NEP Visions in England are going
to be doing the two biggest flypacks for us. One for
athletics, track and field, which is one of our big ‘A’
venues and the other is gymnastics.

Are you the lead coverage on those events?
No, we’re not the lead coverage on any events. The IOC
has the responsibility for hiring a ‘host broadcaster’.
In ’84 ABC was not only the broadcaster for America
but also the host broadcaster, but they didn’t have a
different truck for the host coverage. So we provided
video and audio feeds for the other countries as well
as serving our own. The other countries didn’t think
our coverage was so equal. At that point they decided
they really needed a host broadcaster not connected
with covering for a specific country. In the future the
host broadcaster will be owned by the IOC but before
they used to put it out to bid.
So the place must be stiff with trucks?
Not so many as you might think. It costs so much
money. Most countries take the host feed. They’ll
send announcers and hire a booth from the Olympic
committee and use the host video and sound.
Depending on how many people they’re serving and
how much money they’re getting to make out of
it they start adding things. Like the BBC will come
over and start adding some of their own cameras
and editing.
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So what’s in a ﬂypack?
The flypack, depending on the size, will have a video
switcher, a mixing console and a number of recording
devices. We have our own small flypacks that we
designed having as few as two recording devices
and no editing facilities to as many as five recording
devices and small editing facilities. It has a video
area for the technicians to match the cameras etc. a
production area up front for producers, ADs, statistics
people, graphics. It’s really what’s inside of a truck but
built inside of a trailer. Things that would be bolted to
the floor in a truck are often on wheels and all of the
interconnecting harnesses that would be under the
floor are on the floor.
How does the new technology help or hinder?
Because everything is being done in 5.1 that doesn’t
mean we can do the whole show using only 5.1
because most of our recording machines and most of
the editing facilities can’t handle 5.1. If it’s live going
to America we do 5.1 from the flypack right to the
homes. But if we have to record some parts we do a
simultaneous mix of programme to stereo and we also
mix down the sound effects only with no announcers.
So besides the six channels of 5.1 we’ve got the
four channels which also have to be created and
transmitted around. For all the recording machines
and most of the monitoring places, like in video and
tape etc., they have to listen to the stereo feed.
28/x

Do you use embedded SDI?
In the broadcast centre we do it as HD SDI with
12 of the possible 16 tracks embedded. If you’re
working with a tape machine and you punch up on
the router, let’s say programme, you’ll get the first
four channels programme and effects. If you are in
transmission or in audio you would select groups
three and four so that you would get channels 9
though 16, 5.1 and stereo.
At the venues we’re running two to four channel
audio routers in conjunction with the old fashioned
video routers and that’s going on as it always has. We
often just bring the embedders right to the venues.
Do the consoles help?
I remember when I first got an analogue Calrec Q2
and I used to tell the producer or director, and I never
felt this way in my life before, ‘I don’t care what you
want to do, it doesn’t matter. Just let me know and I
can do it. We can do anything.’ And that’s the way
I felt the first time I had these big, beautiful, glorious
desks with so many faders. Right now in the digital
era a fader can control a 5.1 signal, a stereo signal or
a mono signal. But having 5.1 on one fader is just
amazing and because you have the ability to press
a button and there’s a spill out panel you can now
tailor that 5.1 and treat those rear channels if they’re
not to your liking. On the Calrec it couldn’t be easier
to set up a simultaneous stereo mix. I tell my people
resolution

that by far the biggest amount of our audience are
watching in standard def and listening in stereo. So
I say spot-check the 5.1, that’s fine, but do 95% of
your monitoring on the stereo.

How about the acquisition end?
Back when we were doing Korea every time the
host broadcaster had a Sennheiser 416 to pick up
something, I would go out there and put another
Sennheiser 416 and make it an XY by taking a split
from his and adding mine to it so that every pick up
we had was stereo. Well, now you can’t do that. You
can’t go out and put your own mics on the floor. So,
what can we do? Well, we can have our own ambience
microphones, for example, to capture the 5.1.
What are you using for that?
I’m using Audio-Technica 4050s. I’ve always been
impressed ever since the days of doing symphony at
just how beautiful a single microphone can sound.
When I put out two really nice microphones, just for
an ambience pick up, I was often surprised at just how
pretty it was. So what I do is use five of these things
and spread them way out. I tell them, ‘Don’t put them
in the same place, don’t put them near each other.’
You know the one area I always thought did the
very best job in surround is film. Movies have always
been my reference point. I hear baseball in a movie
and I think, hey that’s how baseball should sound.
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Omegas at gymnastics and two of those for athletics
as big as they can be and we have a single Omega at
beach volleyball.

How will the double ones be used?
We’re going to have one doing mostly the sound
effects mixing and feeds that are going for ISO and
the other one will be doing the show mix with all of
the tape machines coming in and the announcers and
feeds from the sound effects person.
There’s a MADI interface between the two consoles
so they can swap things back and forth.
How do you keep sync with all the video
delays etc?
You watch any of the news networks here and it’s all
over the place. This is not an area that has a solution
yet. You have to measure, you have to do lip sync
tests before you do anything. It could be as simple as
someone counting on camera or a device that creates
a flash and beep. We’ve been pretty good, we check
it out and if we’re editing something we know that
when it leaves us it’s in perfect sync.
Do you get involved with the post sound work?
That’s strictly done by the editors. They don’t have
separate audio people working in editing. If I could
change one thing, that would be it. No that’s not true,
I’d probably do something about the war in Iraq first.
What do you do about long cable runs, do you
preamp at the mic?
We often will use the Sound Devices MM1 or, if
we’re doing a stereo pair somewhere, we can use the
Mix Pre. They’re really nice little boxes. We can run
some fibre and spread things out a bit because one
box can jump over to another, etc. But we can also
plug in to a camera.
For the ceremonies what splits do you have?
They charge us a not insignificant amount of money
for every split that we get. So, if I want a microphone
split or even a sub mix we have to pay for that. Our
budgets keep getting cut and cut so what I try to
do is say, ‘Give me a mix of just the performance
in 5.1 and then give me just your whole surround
ambience in 5.1.’ That comes on three AES for each
split. Where we have our own hand-held cameras
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close-up we put stereo shotgun microphones on all
of those. They’re not really shotguns but they’re so
much nicer than a mono shotgun when you’re close
up to people and the coach is hugging the athlete
who just got done performing.

You have a lot of sources?
I buy an awful lot of separate microphone splits at the
big sports because we do sub-mixes and ISO cameras
to tape. It’s not that I put out a whole great deal of
microphones but I have a lot of sources. When you
figure each machine acts like four that’s why we’re
going crazy with consoles. They get bigger and bigger
and bigger with all those sources. We’re actually going
to two consoles at the ‘A’ venues. Because these are
flypacks it’s really hard to get [Calrec] Alphas to go
around in flightcases although we do have one Alpha
at swimming and diving. We have two of the new
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What’s the best part?
Of working on the Olympics? Just about everything.
I get to re-think what we do with each new
Olympics....the design part is like play time. Our
engineering group is small in size, but they are
each incredible to work with. Their skill set is very
high, and equally as important, so are their senses
of humour. It’s sometimes strange that we are all so
familiar with Monty Python and Spinal Tap though.
NBC Olympics has been a wonderful company to
work for, no kidding.
What will you do after the games?
Directly after the games I will try to catch the
remainder of the summer on a motorcycle through
the sweet hills of New England, quickly followed by a
couple of weeks in England and Italy with family and
friends then it’s quickly back to start working full time
on the Vancouver Olympics project. ■
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The sound of competition
Audio is ﬁnally coming of age with the advance of HD in television production.
DENNIS BAXTER says it represents the next step up for sound and sport is the
perfect vehicle to showcase it.

T

he international appeal of televised sports is
on the rise, fueled by the increasing global
interest in athletes from around the world
competing in sports like basketball, ice hockey,
golf, tennis and motor sports. To meet this demand,
the core television broadcast production of sporting
events must produce excellent coverage as well as
provide cost advantages to multiple ‘rights-holders’
— local or regional network broadcasters — for an
event. Additionally, the production of international
events such as the Olympics, WorldCup football and
the World Series baseball present an opportunity to
develop and incorporate new production techniques
and push the technology envelope.
Live television sports sound production is still
in its infancy and offers new challenges for sound
designers and practitioners of the future. The viewer’s
high expectations, plus the wide selection of available
entertainment options creates tremendous competition
among films, computers, games and television for the
consumer’s attention. Television sound and sports
sound, in particular, have stimulated the demand
for surround sound productions and created more
opportunities for the audio industry. In the past, stereo
certainly opened new possibilities, but today, surround
sound offers new dimensions to the creative process.
The sound of competition sports is critical in the
viewer experience. From the crack of a baseball on
a bat to the squeak of the high bar in gymnastics,
the sound of athletics is what brings the picture alive
and makes the event feel personal. Sound engineers
and designers are capable of creating film quality
sound in a live environment and do so, but to be
consistently successful they need the support of the
entire broadcast production team.
Production: Surround sound is an expensive and
complex production. Production needs to consider
what to do with this quality of sound and its
inherent creative value. The result is an enhanced
production value.
Engineering: From an engineering standpoint,
surround sound requires a lot more work. Rather
than questioning the value of it, engineering needs to
understand that, as with any new technology, it takes
time to fully realise the opportunity it presents.
Finance: At the end of the day, somebody’s got to
pay for it. And like any technological advancement,
justifying the equipment and time involved can
be difficult. But better production means better
programming and that means better ratings.
When approaching a production the audio producer
must consider the creative and engineering aspects of
the endeavour. The engineering decisions of signal
flow, recording, and transmission are required to patch
and route the growing number of audio signals needed
for a show. It is rare that a sound mixer will generate a
single sound format with surround growing globally in
various formats. Multichannel audio is here whether
it’s a simultaneous discrete surround and stereo mix
or a matrix type Dolby Pro Logic II mix or even just a
stereo mix with a surround archive.
Often the production aspects of television audio are
not carefully thought out. The sound mixer must work
closely with the show producer to create an acoustic
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signature for a production and then implement a
sound design often with limited resources. This begins
with a thorough analysis of the camera coverage
that frequently provides a basis for a sound design.
Additionally, a review of past coverage can be
beneficial during the preproduction process and helps
people identify the production aspects of audio. This
should be the beginning of the creative process that
includes capturing the audio, processing the elements
and generating an entertaining soundscape.
At the onset, the sound of a sports presentation
is fundamentally a production consideration. It is
beneficial to define the goals of a sound mix with
specific details and avoid vague embellishments. For
example, can you clearly define what the 5.1 sound
field consists of and what goes into the front channels,
the surrounds? How closely will you want the LCR to
follow the action? Will the action extend into the
surrounds? What’s the overall source placement
strategy, and will it vary according to the event?
First, the picture needs an acoustic foundation
to build on. An atmosphere base consists of the
audience and venue acoustics. Different layers and
tones of audience should be captured and combined
to create an acoustical space that adds realism to
the audio mix. Of course, an indoor venue and an
outdoor venue will have a significantly different
tone, but different zones or spaces within a venue
should have consistency in sound.
Creating the acoustic foundation for surround
sound has been accomplished with fixed surround
arrays, such as the Soundfield microphone or the
Holophone, and variable arrays that are doublespaced pairs that are tuneable as necessary. The
fixed arrays are easy to set up and instantly provide
an acoustic foundation. The problem is that the
microphone capsules are fixed in a compact housing
and you have to place the surround package in a
specific location. If you are too close, you capture a
nice zone of sound. If you are too far, which is often
the case, the atmosphere is too distant and diffused.
For those broadcasters that transmit in Dolby Pro
Logic II, the spacing of the microphones can be
critical and the fixed arrays have limitations.
The variable array incorporates adjustable degrees
of decorrelation (distance between microphone
capsules) to create a spaciousness. Additionally, the
microphones are positioned as spaced pairs with
the front combination of microphones closer to the
audience and a separate set of microphones some
distance away from the audience for the surround
channels. A closer audience is appropriate in the front
channels to fix the viewers attention to the picture
(and generate a stereo mix) and use the surround
channels to contribute to a sense of space.
The perspective of the atmosphere should be
stable and change only when necessary to match
and enhance the camera view. Generally dramatic
atmosphere shifts only work best with equally
dramatic camera switches such as in automobile
racing when changing to an in-car camera.
With a variable or tuneable array, you can change
the space and location of the microphones to create
the desirable acoustic environment and space. Outdoor
resolution

field sports such as football, field hockey, baseball and
others have a relatively diffused stratus of atmosphere
and venue tone resulting in an indefinable atmosphere
perspective — wherever you sit in the venue, the
sport and any sport specific sound you hear is in front
of you and the crowd and venue surrounds you.
The Audio-Technica AT4050 large diaphragm
multipattern microphone is used to capture the core
acoustic foundation at Olympic Venues. This is a high
quality microphone that can withstand a significant
amount of sound pressure level, which is beneficial
when you have lively and dynamic audiences.

a-t at4050 spaced pair.

A simple spaced array as previously described
works well with outdoor field sports and the
separation of the microphones and the number of
spaced pairs used should be finalised on site by
listening. I discussed the atmosphere microphone
placement at the Superbowl 2007 with the sound
mixer/designer Fred Aldous and he said he used six
different spaced pairs but also said that ‘a well placed
pair for the front channels and a separate pair for the
surrounds can be equally as effective in creating a
surround atmosphere base.’
The ‘man in the stand’ perspective to microphone
placement is a relatively conservative but effective
approach to surround sound. This philosophy
positions the home viewer on the near side of the
field sitting in the middle of the stands surrounded
by fans. This is a similar perspective for many
commentary positions on the home team side
in the press box or at courtside. This sound field
focuses the sports specific sound along with the
announcer in the front space anchored to the
picture. The surround sound channels are generally
atmosphere and venue tone thus creating an
acoustic space specific to a venue. This creates an
acoustic environment or space that is pleasant and a
significant improvement over two dimensional stereo.
Additionally, the front atmosphere microphones and
the surround atmosphere microphones should be
different and decorrelation between the front and
surround atmosphere base is definitely desirable if
the surround is downmixed by a matrix system such
as Dolby Pro Logic II.
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Surround Channel Effects mics. tennis layout.

landing mats — surround effect.

Camera perspective and audio perspective have
evolved along different time lines and the viewers’
expectations of audio for sports does not always
match camera perspective. At basketball, the
July/August 2008

‘whoosh’ of the net is expected
for television but virtually no one
hears that sound in the arena.
Tennis is a sport that is televised
over the shoulder of one of the
players and does not lend itself to
any left-right image but does create
a near and far visual image. If you
orient the sports specific sound to
a near and far perspective on the
serve, the new depth contributes
significantly to the picture. It is not
necessary to change the atmosphere
perspective of many court and field
sports like tennis, field hockey,
football or basketball.
Off-camera perspective is often
used in film and certain sports can
also take advantage of off-camera
perspective, such as coach and
player dialogue, which can benefit
the production. Another method that
has tremendous possibilities in audio
for sports production is extending the
effects into the surround channels.
This is especially useful when
creating an effect for motion.
At the Summer Olympics, landing
mats are used at pole vault, high
jump, at gymnastics for vaults and rings plus in other
sports. By placing microphones on each corner of
the landing mat and by proper spatial panning of the
microphones in the mix, the result is that the viewer
resolution

hears the athlete land around him.
Point of View (POV) cameras are used to create
interesting images that benefit from correlating spatial
sound that accentuates motion in sports. White-water
canoeing can benefit from the use of the surround
channels by mixing in various levels of water sound
into the surround channels. Motion in sports has
tremendous possibilities in winter sports because of the
speed achieved in downhill skiing and bobsledding,
for example. Bobsleigh is shot close to the track and
a proper mix will accentuate motion from left to right
and front to back.
Extending the effects into the surround channels has
several technical implications that must be considered.
As previously stated, the production’s audio is probably
in stereo and surround, which requires at least a dual
signal path with independent spatial controls. If you
are using the surround channels for effects there will
be some microphones that need to be oriented in
the surround mix differently than in the stereo. This
feature may not be available in some mixing desks,
but, to achieve the same effect, the mixer can enter the
signal source into the desk twice or dual microphone (a
spaced pair) the sound source.
The athletes and coaches at field hockey are very
vocal and at the Olympics they place two Audio
Technica AT899 miniature microphones on the shade
cover over the athletes. This creates a spaced pair and
one microphone is assigned only to the left channel
and the other is assigned exclusively to the surround
left channel. This creates a stereo image of one bench
in the left sound field and a separate stereo image of
the other bench in the right sound field. This gives
space in the mix and spreads out key sound elements
over the entire sound field. These spaced pairs are
relatively decorrelated when close to the sound source
and mixdown predictably.
Surround sound provides a specific channel for
bass effects that should be used to enhance specific
frequencies and not just produce noise. The LFE
is particularly useful in the discrete production of
surround and has to be considered at the onset of a
production and the sound mixer/designer must search
out low frequency information in a sport. Punches at
boxing, kicking of the ball at football and the impact
of the shot-put create good low frequency information
that can be tapped and passed through the low
frequency channel.
The use of the centre channel is still being
discussed. Some believe it should be used exclusively
for commentary while some like to include any voice
elements, such as referee calls or PA announcements,
in the centre channel. For international events such
as the Olympics or World Cup Football, the centre
channel has been reserved exclusively for the rightsholding broadcasters, while a German production of
Formula One by Hans Biermann and Hermann Gier
used a ‘phantom’ centre channel in the effects design
which shaped a smooth pan of the sound across the
front channels.
In the end, it all comes down to a number of rules
of the game.
1. Do not stifle creativity. Surround sound is still in
its exploratory stage, and it is our obligation to
understand its technological and creative impact on
the entertainment value of live televised sports.
2. Learn from listening to your peers and contemporaries
and hear what is missing in your mix. How do you
capture it? How do you convey it?
3. Generate it live!
The challenge in entertainment is to get the viewer
excited. Sound involves the viewer at a personal and
visceral level and generates excitement for the sport.
It can only make things better. ■
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few constants in this business. Other challenges I
consider more or less normal for the specific locations
and they appear very obvious, but you have to solve
them nevertheless. For example, it is a challenge to find
rooms for the crew in a small town like Torino, in a 15
million town like Beijing it isn’t. And then of course the
language and culture of the counties have a big impact
as well, but this is what keeps the job exciting. Olympic
Games — it’s never just a repetition of the ones before
but always a completely new event.

Keeping people talking
Satisfying the intercoms demands of televised large sporting events is a medal-winning
achievement in itself. ZENON SCHOEPE talks to Marc Schneider, rental director with Riedel
Communications, about the preparation and the implementation.
of matrix, partyline and radio intercoms. The third
field is the Opening and Closing ceremonies, which
have become more and more complex over the years,
resulting in growing demands for the communications
infrastructure to execute these events. And, last but
by no means least, there’s the intercom infrastructure
for broadcasting the Games worldwide.
The objective, and also the necessity in each
field, is to create a real-time voice communications
environment that is independent from public
communications networks in order to achieve
maximum reliability and security.

W

hat are the primary objectives in
planning a large-scale intercom
infrastructure for international
multi-sports events?
If we look at international multi-sports events such
as the Olympic Games, we’re not talking about one
single intercom infrastructure, but mainly of four
different fields. First there is the communications for
the organising committee, which includes services
like transport, security, protocol, venue operation,
accreditation, food and beverages, etc. This is mainly
radio communications, in recent years, usually based
on a digital trunked radio system (TETRA) with
several thousands of mobile radios. The second
field is the venue comms, which describes all sports
related communications at each venue of the Games.
This contains, for example, the communications
between presentation manager, judges, scoring, and
so on. In Beijing that’s 37 venues of various sizes.
Communications here is realised usually with a mix
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What are the typical problems that have to be
overcome and how big a part does geographical
location play?
Of course the geographical location has a big impact
on the infrastructure. It starts with the type of event:
Olympic Summer Games are usually located within
or around one big city, while Olympic Winter Games
usually include large distances. In Vancouver, it’ll be
more than 120km between the locations, making the
infrastructure much more complex. And then of course
it depends where in the world the Games take place.
The technical standards of the existing infrastructures
are quite different. The challenges in setting up the
communications environment for the FIFA World
Cup in Germany was, of course, different from the
challenges of doing this, for example, in India. For
China I would say it’s somewhere in between.
Typical problems — I would prefer to say challenges
— are that in most of the cases the local organising
committees don’t have the experience of a similar
sized event. This means that we’re usually also in a
consultant position and let our customers profit from
our expertise, which we’ve gained since our first
Olympic job in 1994. We’re pretty much one of the
resolution

Because large broadcast events inevitably expand
in size, how do you build scaleability in?
The scaleability of our solutions is definitely one
of the reasons why we’re chosen to provide our
systems for these kinds of event. The Artist digital
intercom platform from our manufacturing division
reflects the needs of these events already in its
system architecture. The intercom matrix is designed
to consist of up to 128 intercom mainframes, which
can be connected via fibre to form one single, nonblocking matrix of up to 1024 users. Due to the fibre
ring architecture, cabling is significantly reduced,
saving costs and set-up time. In addition to this we can
connect up to 32 of these installations using trunking.
The system is also designed to adjust easily to shortterm changes incorporated usually with events like
this. Changes can be easily applied via drag-anddrop, even for our partyline intercoms. If we look at
wireless communications it’s again the scaleability of
the digital trunked radio installations we’re using. This
allows us to coordinate thousands of users with all
their individual demands in programming.
Even though the planned installations are already
really big, we usually send about 10% spare materials.
This is not to replace broken devices, which actually
happens very rarely, but to be prepared to cover
additional demands occurring during the event. As I
already said, Olympic Games are very unique and are
being created in the moment of their performance.
How do you accommodate different
broadcasters’ intercom equipment choices?
If we look at the broadcast intercoms for such an
event, it’s obvious that the intercom equipment
comes from various manufacturers. So one part of
the broadcast intercoms are the ones used by the host
broadcast service which provides the international
feed. In the case of Beijing that’s BOB. Then we have
all the rights-holding broadcasters, such as the BBC
for the UK or ARD/ZDF for Germany, bringing in their
own equipment. And then we have usually about 50
OB trucks from independent truck companies, serving
usually the host broadcaster to cover the venues. In
Beijing there are about 35 OB trucks coming over
from Europe so as a result we have quite a big variety
of intercom systems on site, not a homogeneous
infrastructure. If it comes to linking these systems,
which is necessary for some applications, this might
go easier with one system and is probably more
difficult with the others. Most of the European trucks,
for example, have a Riedel Artist system on board, so
they can be easily linked via fibre. When linking other
trucks or systems, engineers usually go for a lot of 4wire connections which is quite time consuming.
Describe typical intercoms equipment setups at
the different types of operator position.
Generally the intercom set-ups are quite similar in all
the fields where intercoms are in use at the Olympic
Games. That’s more intercom matrices with several
user control panels. Then there’s usually interfacing
to wired partyline intercoms, professional mobile
radios or other wireless intercom systems and ISDN,
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telephone or IP codecs. This concept basically stays the
same, if it’s for broadcast, for venue communications
or any other application. It just differs in the system
size and the roles of the users. In broadcast, it’s the
director, in venue communications, the presentation
manager, etc.

What are the interconnection options in the
light of the large distances involved?
If we’re looking at the distances within the city, where
we’re talking about some kilometres, fibre definitely is
the transport medium of choice. If we’re talking about
bridging the distance from the broadcasters back
home to their main studios in the US or in Europe,
it’s either ISDN or IP interfaces allowing the intercoms
to call home.

Artist 1000 control panels, 123 C44 system interfaces
for the integration of digital partylines in the matrix
environment, 1370 Performer C3 digital partyline
beltpacks, 42 PMX Panel Multiplexers to distribute
panels via fibre and more than 320 professional
mobile radios. Opening and Closing will feature
probably the world’s biggest and most complex
temporary intercom installation ever — containing
eight Artist digital matrix intercom systems linked
via fibre, 80 intercom control panels, 24 system
interfaces for the integration of digital partylines, 210
digital partyline beltpacks, 44 RiFace radio repeaters/
interfaces, 650 Motorola radios, six FM transmitters as
well as 12,000 (!) radio receivers for mass monitoring
of the on-field actors. The communications for the
organising committee will employ about 15,000
digital TETRA radios. Last but not least, there will
be a total of about 100 intercom matrix systems for
broadcast communications, with about 3000 control
panels and three to four thousand radios.

How does Riedel cope with the sheer volume of
equipment required in such an event?
First of all we have the equipment to cover an event
of this size and you should bear in mind that FIFA
Euro 2008 is also going on right now and that there
will be World Youth Day in Sydney in July and lots
of smaller events as well. In addition to probably one
of the world’s biggest rental stocks for intercom and
radio communications systems, we also have the
necessary crew to run such projects. In addition to
Describe the layout and scheme for a large
our full-time engineers and project managers we have
broadcast event.
built up an international network of qualified freelance
Maybe the quantities are the best way to give an
engineers to flexibly cover our requirements for largeoverview of the intercom installations of an event like
scale events. Also, our corporate structure at Riedel is
the Olympics. If we look at Beijing, the installations
optimised to handle these kinds of events. Tasks like
for venue comms include 51 Artist 64 intercom
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the Olympic Games are not handled in addition to
matrices, which are partially linked via fibre, 185

MIX 1 PART ACTION WITH
5.1 PARTS PASSION

the day-to-day business of a rental company, but as
individual projects with individual project managers
that are appointed only to one project at a time. And
the rest? The expertise of 20 years in business with
quite a long list of references for international largescale events. ■

As surround sound becomes more widely used, especially
in sports, viewers can enjoy all the excitement of being there.
But additional audio signal paths demand more console
capacity – and with the increased complexity of today’s
productions, that could be a problem.
Fortunately now there’s a solution. Our revolutionary Bluefin
technology more than doubles the signal processing capacity
of conventional systems – all on a single card, occupying just
a fraction of the space. Even better – it cuts the cost per
channel by half.
It’s the sort of innovation you’d expect from a company
exclusively dedicated to live production and on-air broadcast
audio mixing.
If you share our passion, find out more at calrec.com

calrec.com
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Putting Sound in the Picture
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Elite Competition, Exeptional Sound

When the best in the world gather, it’s a privilege to be among them. Competing at
Olympic level honours the participants and confers elite status on the chosen few.
In the disciplines of audio mixing and routing, AURUS and NEXUS will take gold
this year in Beijing by ensuring that the events thrill the 91,000 spectators at the
Games – and billions more all over the world. This is because our mixing console
and routing systems will produce and transport the entire PA sound for the Olympic
Stadium. They will also supply the International Broadcast Centre sound feeds.
AURUS and NEXUS always take the lead, whatever the event.
Digital audio technology with passion and competence –
for broadcast, stage and studio.
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